By: Don Rogers
Types of Doubles
There is probably no bid more mysterious to average players than double. Experts use
this bid a great deal under flexible circumstances and expect partner to tell by context
what to do. When bridge was a social and often a money game, double allowed the
non-declaring side to “double” the stakes; redouble allowed the declaring side to
quadruple the stakes. In duplicate bridge, while it is sometimes advantageous to punish
the opponents by doubling, the double call has taken on many new uses in addition to
penalizing the opponents:
Takeout
Cooperative
Responsive
Support
Negative
High Level “Warning”
With all these possibilities, it is no surprise that confusion often reigns. (Even expert
players are not immune to this.)
First, we’ll describe each of these in turn, and then try to lay some guidelines as to how
to tell which one partner meant.
Takeout – This asks partner to bid a suit, or perhaps NT.
Cooperative – This asks partner to “do something intelligent”. Usually in a part score
situation, you think it is wrong to sell out but don’t for sure what to do. Partner can bid
something with a good suit, or pass for penalty if his hand is suitable. To make this kind
of double you should have decent defensive values.
Responsive – When partner makes a takeout double, and RHO raises openers suit, a
double by you says “I have values, but have no particular preference as to suit. Please
pick your best suit.”
After 1D – X – 2D - ? with: S-AJxx H -Qxxx D – xxx C -Kx , you are happy with
either major suit. Double and let your partner pick.
Support – After 1C – P - 1H – 1S –
?
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With: S -xx H -AJx D -Axx C -KQxxx, opener has a real problem. If responder has a
5 card heart suit, then 2 hearts is the best contract. If responder has some suit like
Jxxx, a 2 club rebid is best. A support double allows opener to show this hand with a
double, which shows exactly 3 card support after interference. (With four card support
opener can just bid 2 hearts.) If opener does not double or raise, then responder knows
that opener has at most 2 hearts.
Negative - After partner opens and RHO overcalls, a double shows some values, and
support for the other two suits. See Note “When the Opponents Overcall”.
High Level “Warning” – In a high-level competitive auction, it may be necessary to
double to warn partner off of bidding higher. Typically, you will do this when you have
two small in the enemy suit, indicating the likelihood of 2 fast losers. (If partner can
control their suit, he may bid on.) This principle also comes into play when at the very
low end of your previous bid, and you want to warn partner against proceeding.
“Warning” doubles apply only when it is clear that it is your hand and that the
opponents are sacrificing.
Penalty – You expect to defeat the contract, and you believe that the penalty inflicted
will be greater than the value of the contract your side can make. This is particularly
attractive when the opponents are vulnerable, even more so when they are not.
Penalties for doubled undertricks are:
Down 1:
Down 2:
Down 3:
Down 4:

Non-Vulnerable – 100:
Non-Vulnerable – 300:
Non-Vulnerable – 500:
Non-Vulnerable – 800:

Vulnerable – 200
Vulnerable – 500
Vulnerable – 800
Vulnerable – 1100

Beating a doubled, vulnerable contract by one trick is worth more than any part score.
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By: Don Rogers
Most folks have a general idea what a takeout double is about, but there are some
misconceptions about the bid that result in really bad results. In general, a direct double
of RHO’s opening suit bid by an unpassed hand shows roughly an opening hand or
better, and support for the other three suits. When opener’s suit is a major, a takeout
double almost promises 4 of the other major. Over a minor opening, a takeout double
should promise at least 7 cards in the majors, but 4-4 in the majors is far too restrictive.
A major misunderstanding that more than a few players have is to double RHO’s
opening 1 bid whenever they have 13 or more points, regardless of their distribution.
This is WRONG, wrong, wrong, and will lead to some really disastrous results. There is
no requirement to take action just to show your nice hand. You should take action when
you have an opening hand or better and appropriate distribution. It is OK to pass and
await developments if your shape is wrong for an immediate double.
A second serious misunderstanding involves what it means when takeout doubler bids
his own suit on his second bid. This action promises a big hand (17 or more). As we
will see, these two misunderstandings combined can lead to some epic disasters.
Examples of hands to make takeout doubles
S - KJxx H - xx D - Axxx C -KQxx, over 1H double, but over 1C pass. If you
double 1C, and partner bids hearts, what are you going to do then?
S - KJxx H - Axx D - Axxx C - Kx, over 1C double. It’s true you might end up in a
weak 4-3 fit, but your ruffing value in clubs will be a real asset. The chance to find a 4-4
spade fit or a 5-3 heart fit makes this risk worthwhile.

S - KJxx H - KQxx D - Axxx C - x over 1C double, but over 1H or 1S PASS.
What are you going to do when partner bids 2C? If you pass now, and LHO also
passes, if partner has anything they will balance in some way. If the auction goes 1H P
P P, it unlikely that your side has missed anything, assuming partner understands the
need to balance when he has some stuff.
With a really big hand (17 or more) double and then bid your suit (or NT if you are
balanced with stoppers.
S - AKJxxx H - Ax D - AKxx
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C - x over 1C, 1D, or 1H double, then rebid spades

S - KJxx H - KQx D - AKxx C - Kx over 1H, double, then rebid NT
Now as an example of just how badly things can go when we double just because we
have 13 points, consider the following hand:
West

East

S - xx
H - KJxx
D - Axx
C - KQxx

S - Qxxx
H - xx
D - Qxx
C - Jxxx

The Auction
South West North East
1C

X

Pass 1S

?
If West is disciplined, they will pass 1S. How do you think E will enjoy playing in their
weak 4-2 fit? You can bet that the next time West doubles for takeout, East will
remember this. In practice, West, realizing his predicament, will bid something like 2H
in an attempt to escape the web he wove for himself. East, remembering that doubling
and then bidding their own suit shows a very big hand and is forcing, will probably end
up bidding some number of notrump and going for a big number when North South
probably don’t have a game. East will remember that too. The negative effects on their
partnership trust will last a long time.
Now, with the same hands, suppose West has the discipline to pass 1C in tempo.
Neither side has a fit, and North South will probably go down 1 in some contract, maybe
more if they don’t have the discipline to get out early. Now isn’t that better than going
for a number?
I cannot emphasize enough that you do not have to bid when the opponents have
opened “just to show partner that you have thirteen points”. If you don’t have the right
shape, pass and await developments!
Note also that if East actually has a little better hand with hearts, North South will have a
spade fit. If NS rest in 2 spades, East West should know they also have a fit, and the
partner in the pass out seat can make a balancing double to prevent N/S from resting in
their comfortable 2 spades.
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By: Don Rogers

Responding to Takeout Doubles
The last lesson reviewed takeout doubles and the need for the doubler to be disciplined.
This lesson covers responding to partner’s takeout double. Just as with the takeout
double, bad things happen if responder does not maintain discipline and “follow the
rules”. One of the bad things that happen is that partner loses confidence in you and
the system, and starts to improvise themselves. The funny thing about most partners is
that they have long memories.
Case 1. Openers partner passes.
You must bid your best suit, even if you have zero points and only 3 cards in each of the
other suits. YOU MAY NOT PASS*.
With 0-8 pts, bid your best suit at the lowest possible level. (If you have a really bad
hand, bid the lowest suit possible to encourage the opponents to get back in the
auction.
For example, after 1S – X- P -?,
with S - xx H - xxx

D - xxxx

C - xxx,

consider bidding 2C. You are desperately hoping that the opponents bid on. Why not
make it as easy as possible for them?
With 9 – 12 points, jump bid in your best suit, even if you have only 4 cards in the suit.
(With 8 points and a 5 card major you should also jump bid.)
With 13 or more, cuebid the opponents’ suit to let partner know that game is likely.
Bidding 1NT after Partner’s Takeout Double.
Players often respond 1NT to partners takeout double because they are weak and don’t
have a suit to bid. This is wrong. A 1NT response should show a hand with 8 – bad 11
count and very good stoppers in openers suit. An example after 1S – X- P -?, would
be:
S-AJ10x H- Qx D – xxx C-Kxxx
1NT should be a lock, and if partner has a better than minimum 3NT by you may be on.

With a good 11 – 13, good stoppers, and no suit of your own, bid 2 NT (you will not
have this hand very often). With 13+ and good stoppers, and no suit, bid 3NT (you will
have this good a hand almost never, but it could happen.
* There is one type of hand where you can pass partner’s double for penalties – when
you have a long solid suit in opener’s bid. In practice this will almost always be a minor
suit, as opener may have only a three card suit. When you pass you are promising
partner that you can draw trump. Partner should always lead a trump if they have one.
A correct pass after the auction of 1D – X – P - ? would look something like:
S - xx H - Axx
C - xxx

D - KQJxxx

C - xxx or maybe: S - Kxx H - xx

D - QJ109xxx

Also, vulnerability will enter into the decision. With the first hand, if you are vulnerable,
the likely 3NT may well score better than 1DX. If you are non-vulnerable and they are
vulnerable, 1D doubled down 2 is better than your game.
But after 1H – X – P -?, with S - xx H - KJ10xx D - Axx C - xxx , do not even think
about passing. Opener is sitting behind you with at least 5 hearts. Your heart holding
may take only 1 trick! Bid 1NT with this hand.
In practice you will have the correct hand to pass partners takeout double maybe once
per year.

Case 2. Openers partner bids
In this case you are relieved of the requirement to bid. So if you do bid, you are
showing real values of 6 or more and a fit.
So with S - K10XX H - xx D - Qxx

1H – X – 2H - ?

Bid 2S (Partner has pretty much promised 4 spades).

With S - KQXX H - xx
1C – X – 1H - ?

C - Kxxx, and the auction is:

D - Qxx

C-xxxx, and the auction is:

Bid 1 spade as you would if RHO had passed.

With 8 – 10 pts and a real stopper in opponents’ suit(s), you can bid 1NT.
With S - xxx H - Axx D - xxx
1C- X- 1H - ?

Bid 1NT

C - KQxx, and the auction is:

You only do this if you do not have a good suit of your own. With: S - Kxxx H - Axx D
- xxx C - Qxx, bid 1S, not 1 NT. (Note that since RHO bid, your 1S bid shows values,
and you do not need to jump to 2S as you would have if RHO had passed.)

Rebids by Takeout Doubler
This is pretty simple. Unless the takeout doubler has a much better than minimum
hand, they should pass.
Since takeout doubler has forced partner to bid, they must have very extra significant
values to raise the suit or bid a new suit. To take either of these actions, the doubler
should have at least 17 – 18 points.
This rule is relaxed if doubler had a genuine takeout double (not just showing points) &
partner makes a jump bid to show the 9-12 point hand. Now a raise should be
invitational to game (something like 14 – 16 points and four card support). With 16 or
more and a fit facing a jump bid by partner, bid game directly.
If partner cue bids in response to your double, then there should be a game and you
can just start bidding suits until the right game is found. If partner responds to your
takeout double with a cue bid, then no extra strength is required to bid again.
(4)

By: Don Rogers
This lesson continues the series about doubles, and talks about cooperative (or “do
something intelligent”) doubles. The options available in these situations are either to
bid on, or to pass for penalties. These are the hardest to define because they constitute
a range of situation from those that are more takeout oriented, to those that are more
penalty oriented. It may be helpful to review our past notes and list those doubles that
are well defined:
1. If it is partner’s first opportunity to call, then a double is takeout.
2. If it is at the 1 level (except a double of 1NT), then it is takeout.
3. If partner has doubled LHO’s overcall in direct seat, the double is negative.
In general “cooperative”doubles at the two level will be more takeout oriented, at the
three level about even, and at the four level tending more towards penalty. In general
the doubler should have a hand with good defense, and will usually have a larger part of
their assets outside of the partnership’s own suit. At the four level partner may with a
very offensively oriented hand bid on, but you need to have excellent defense as
partner is likely to pass.
Let’s look at some examples.
1. 1H – 2C – 2H – 3C
X(?)
This double is cooperative. Partner is unsure about the three level, and should have at
least a trump control (although a stack is unlikely). Something like:
S-Qxx H- Axxxx D-Kx C-AQx. Note that most of this hand is defensive in nature,
and even the heart A is useful on defense.
If your hand is defensively oriented, such as:
S-Kxx H-xxx D-AJxx C-xx, probably best to pass when partner doubles 3C. But if
your hand is offensively oriented, such as:
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S-xx H- Kxxx D-AJxxx C-xx, bid 3 hearts. Your length in hearts make it less likely
you can beat 3C, and more likely you can make 3H.
1H – 2C – 2H – 3C
?
With: S-Qxx H-AKQxxx D- x C-Qxx. Bid 3 hearts instead of doubling. Your hand
is very offensive with most of your values in hearts; you might only take one trick on
defense.
2. South
1D
P

West
P
2S

North
1H
?

East
1S

North’s hand: S-xx H-AKJxx D-xx C-Kxxx.
Partner opened the bidding and you have a nice 11 count with a good 5 card major, so
it looks like the hand belongs to your side. However, the opponents spirited
interference has given you a problem. Pass and partner may assume you have a 6
count with a ratty 4 card heart suit. If you pass, partner may also pass and allow the
opponents to play 2 spades. On the other hand, partner has not shown a fit for your
heart suit. You have no spade stopper so bidding NT would be wrong. You do not
have support for partner’s suit. To show your second suit you will have to bid your
anemic 4 card suit at the three level. The solution is to double and ask partner to do
something intelligent.
South has many options:
With three hearts and a minimum hand, South could bid three hearts.
South could rebid 3D with a 6 card or strong 5 card diamond suit.
South could bid 3C with four or more clubs
South could bid 2NT with a spade stopper.
South could pass and defend 2SX with some length and strength in spades. (Note that
North’s hand will be good for defense particularly if South has only 2 or 1 hearts.)
Note that if South has spade cards the decision to pass for penalty or bid NT will
depend in part on the relative vulnerability. If EW are vulnerable, the penalty pass
becomes more attractive as a 1 trick set scores more than any North South partscore.
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3. South
1D
P

West
1S
P

North
X
?

East
2S

North’s hand: S-xxx H-AKJx D-xx C-Kxxx.
This is almost the same hand but North has only 4 hearts and one more spade. North’s
first double is negative showing hearts and clubs. North has too much defense to allow
EW to play 2S unmolested, but the best contract is unclear. A second double tells
partner you have extra strength. With a fit for one of your suits, South can take the
double out, rebid diamonds, or potentially choose to defend.
4. Direct double of a NT.
This is the one case where a direct double of a one level bid is cooperative. The double
should show a relatively balanced hand with equal or greater value to the NT opener.
After 1NT – X – P - ?
you can look at your hand and pretty accurately assess which side has the balance of
strength, and whether 1NTX is likely to make. The general rule is that the weaker you
are, the more imperative it is to take out partner’s double! If you are quite weak opener
is likely to make 1NT doubled, giving you a terrible result. On the other hand, with 9+
points it is likely that your side can make game, and the decision will depend in part on
the relative vulnerability.
A few examples:
S-Qxxxx H- xx D-xxx C-xxx
Bid 2 spades. 1NT is likely to make, maybe with an overtrick. Partner will be endplayed from the opening lead. 2S may or may not make, but will be better than passing.
The theory here is very much like partner opened 1NT.
S-xxx H-xxx D-xxx C-xxxx
Bid 2 C with a straight face and hope opponents balance back in. The opponents can
probably make 3NT.
S-Qxx H-Axxx D-Kx C-Jxx
If the opponents are vulnerable and you are not, pass for penalty. Opener’s partner has
at most 3-4 HCP. If you are vulnerable, consider bidding 3NT yourself! Partners big
hand is sitting behind opener, and any finesses you need will probably work.
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S-xxx H-Axxx D- Kx C-xxx
Pass for penalty. You are likely to beat 1NT
S-xxx H-AKxxx D- Kx C-xxx
Bid 3H if vulnerable, allowing partner to choose between 4H and 3NT. Note that 2H
could be much weaker. Partner has shown ~16, so it is likely your side has a game. If
opponents are vulnerable and you are not, a penalty pass could work out well.
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By: Don Rogers
Responsive Doubles
When partner makes a takeout double, and RHO raises openers suit, a double by you
says “I have values, but have no particular preference as to suit. Please pick your best
suit.”
After 1D – X – 2D - ? with S −AJxx H -Qxxx D – xxx C -Kx
either major suit. Double and let your partner pick.

,

you are happy with

After 1H – X – 1S - ?, with S -x H-xx D-KQxxx C-Axxxx, you could make a responsive
double asking partner to pick his better minor. For this particular sequence you want a
better hand and shape than with the first example, because partner will have to bid at
the two level.
After 1D – X – 3D* - ?
*Preemptive
You will want very solid values to make a responsive double, because you will be at the
three level. At the three level this should show a minimum of good shape and ~10
points, and invites partner to game with extras. (Note that if the opponents jump raise
was standard [10 – 12 pts] you will never have hand good enough on strength to make
the responsive double. A responsive double by you will be strictly based on great
shape.)
Any time you can make a responsive double, you are under no obligation to bid
(because by definition RHO’s bid has relieved you of the obligation to respond to
partners takeout double. When you make a responsive double, you are promising some
definite values, and the higher the level the better the hand you need.
Responsive doubles do not come up very often, but are very useful in getting to the right
contract when they do.
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By: Don Rogers
Support Doubles
The support double comes into play when partner opens one of a suit, you respond in
your suit, and your LHO makes an overcall. Unless partner has four of your suit, this
interference gives partner a rebid problem. For example:
You
Pard
1C - P - 1H - 1S
?
and you hold: A-xx H- Kxx D-KJx C-AQxxx
If you bid 2H and partner has a 6 count with Jxxx in hearts, he/she will not be happy. If
you pass, partner might show up with a 10 count and five good hearts. If you pass and
your LHO bids 2S (likely), your partner will have no idea what to do. Letting them play
2S when you are cold for 3H will not get a good score, but partner cannot know that you
have decent 3 card heart support.
The support double is designed to solve this problem. Playing support doubles, on the
auction shown above Opener doubles to show specifically 3 card support for
responder’s suit. (With four card support opener should just raise.) Support doubles
must be alerted! With 2 or fewer in partner’s suit, opener passes.
Another example:
You
Pard
1C - P - 1H - 1NT*
?
* showing other two suits
and you hold: S-Axx H- xx D-KJx C-AQxxx
Pass(!) and await developments. This hand looks like a misfit unless partner has club
support. Partner should definitely take the inference that you do not have support for
his/her heart suit.
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Another example:
You
Pard
1C - P - 1S - 2H
?
and you hold: S-Axx H-xx D-KJx C-AQxxx
Double showing 3 spades, assuming you are playing support doubles at the two level.
Four key points about support doubles:
1. In the heat of battle it is easy to forget this convention. Partner will not be happy if
you forget that you are playing it, and the opponents will not be happy if you forget to
alert it.
2. You need to decide in advance to what level you are playing support doubles.
Obviously the higher you go the bigger the possible numbers if things go bad on you.
3. Support doubles usually only apply when responder bids a major suit. I suppose it is
theoretically possible to have it apply after 1C – P – 1D (partner could be 3-3-5-2), but
finding your 5-3 diamond fit is of lesser value than finding a potential 5-3 major fit. I
would suggest that at least to start it only apply when responder bids a major suit.
4. Only Opener can make a support double! (This is because opener guarantees five
cards when they open in a major suit, while responder may have only four cards when
they respond in a major suit.) If responder doubles, it is negative (assuming it is
responders first bid after openers first bid).

(9A)
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By: Don Rogers
Negative Doubles
The negative double is a convention that I think is absolutely essential! This lesson is a
little longer than most, but this situation comes up a lot. This is one that pays to study
until you really understand it and can recognize it when it comes up at the table. Until
you understand how the negative double works, and what it means when partner fails to
make a negative double, you will continually find yourself being pushed around by the
opponents in competitive auctions.
Both partners (responder and opener) must recognize the situation, because the
negative double “system” may require action from the opener as well as the responder.
An important point to remember is that negative doubles can only be made by the
partner of the opening bidder. If the opponents have opened the bidding, it is not
possible for your side to make a negative double! If the opponents have opened the
bidding and partner doubles, it is a takeout double.
I would estimate that negative double situations come up about 5-10 times per session.
Anytime partner opens and the next player overcalls, it is a negative double situation.
Understanding and using negative doubles properly will greatly improve your results.
When the Opponents Overcall – The Negative Double
Your partner has opened, and you are pleasantly contemplating how to respond when
RHO spoils the party by making an overcall. Now some of your tools are no longer
usable, and you may not be able to show your own suits or strength. What to do?
Your first priority is to show partner a fit with his suit if you have one. If you fail to do
this, partner may well find themselves with an impossible decision at a high level. The
second priority is to show your own decent suit if you have one, and enough strength to
bid. With stopper(s) in the opponent’s suit (but not enough length to want to defend)
you can bid NT at some level. But what if you have some values, but not support for
partner or sufficient distribution to bid your own suit?
For example, after 1C – 1S -?, and you hold: S-xx H- Axxx D- Kxxx C-xxx, you are
in an impossible situation. Pass and partner will think you have nothing. Partner may
well have 4 hearts (assuming you play 5 card majors), but bidding 2H with this grossly
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overstates the strength and shape of the hand. Respond 1NT, and you will never find a
4-4 heart fit, and 1NT is ridiculous with no spade stopper. The opponent’s simple 1S
overcall has left you helpless!
In the olden days of bridge after 1C – 1S, double would have been for penalty.
Because one very rarely has a hand that wants to double a 1 level overcall for penalty,
modern bidding has “repurposed” the double to handle this awkward situation. (The
double is “negative” because it is not a penalty double.) Using negative doubles, a
direct double after an overcall promises some strength (depending on level), and
support for the other two suits, with the emphasis being on unbid major(s). So with the
above hand a (negative) double is a perfect description.
After a 1 level overcall, a negative double promises at least 6 HCP, and four of the other
major (or 4-4 in majors after 1C – 1D). After a 2 level overcall, a negative double should
promise at least a good 8HCP.
NOTE: Negative doubles are not limited bids. You can make a negative double with
quite a good hand. Of course, the higher the level the more playing strength required.
In general, it is harder to show distribution than it is to show strength, so starting with a
negative double and then showing strength is usually better. More on this later.
Some examples:
After 1C – 1H - ?
With: S-KQxx H-xx D- Kxxx C-xxx, double
But with: S-KQxxx H- xx D-Kxxx C-xx, bid 1S. Note that the direct bid of 1S now
promises 5 spades, as the negative double is available to show 4 spades. Partner can
now freely raise to 2S with 3 card support.
With: S-Jxxx H-xx D-Kxxx C-xxx, pass and await developments. You are not strong
enough to bid.
After 1C – 1D -?
With: S-Kxxx H-Kxxx D-xx C-xxx, double. Let partner pick. Without the overcall,
you couldn’t describe this hand with one bid. Now you can! It’s fun to make the
opponents pay for their interference!
After 1C – 1S - ?
With: S-xx H- Axxx D-Kxxx C-xxx, double
With: S-xx H-Axxxx D-Kxxx C-xx, double. You have 5 hearts, but not enough
strength for a free bid at the 2 level.
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With: S-xx H-AKxxx D-Kxxx C-xx, bid 2H
But with: S-xx H-AKxx D- Kxxx C-xxx, double. You have the strength for the free bid,
but a 2 level bid absolutely promises five card suits. Remember that negative doubles
can be made with a stronger than minimum hand.
After 1H – 1S- ?
With: S-Kx H- xx D-Kxxx C-KQxxx, double to show both minors.
After 1D – 2H -?
With: S-KQxx H-xx D-Kxxx C-xxx, double. (If partner has to retreat to 3D you will
be fine.)
With: S-KQxxx H-xx D-Kxxx C-xxx, double. You have a 5 card spade suit, but not
enough strength to make a 2 level free bid. Depending on how the auction develops,
you may get a chance to show the length.
But with: S-KQxxx H- xx D- KQxx C-xxx, bid 2S. Just enough for the 2 level free bid.
After 1C – 2S -?
With: S-xx H-AKxxx D-Kxxx C-xx, probably double, although 3H could work. You
really don’t have the HCP for a 3 level free bid.
With: S-KQ10 9x H-xx D-xxx C-xxx, PASS! Yes you can probably set 2 spades,
and it is very tempting to show RHO what’s what. However, partner will not pass your
double. How do you think partner will enjoy playing a weak 4-2 heart fit at the three
level? Fear not, there is a way to punish the opponents with this hand, which we will go
over next week.
After 1H – 2S- ?
With: S-xx H-xx D-Kxxx C-KQxxx, pass, then bid 3 Clubs if partner reopens with a
double. This will let partner know you have clubs but not a lot of strength.
But with S-xx H- x D-KQxxx C-KQxxx, you are strong enough to double, showing
both minors and no fit for hearts.
With: S-KJx H-x D-Kxxx C-KQxxx, bid 2NT (If opponents are vul and we are not,
consider passing and let partner reopen with a double, which you will pass.)
A question that you and your partner should discuss is how high do you play negative
doubles? At the very minimum you should play them through 2 spades, and I strongly
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suggest three spades. More expert players usually play them at least through 4 hearts,
and world class players will usually say (with tongue a little in cheek) through seven
hearts! Even for expert pairs at high levels the double tends to shade over into the
“cooperative” double, which we will discuss in the future.
Also note that how high to play negative doubles is affected by the form of scoring.
When playing a team game, the emphasis is strongly on finding your games, and not on
small sets of high-level contracts. Using negative doubles at higher levels is about
finding your games, so at team play consider playing negative doubles through 4 H. For
example, after 1C – 4H - ?, Unless RHO is a lunatic, you are unlikely to set 4H enough
to compensate for your game (if you have one).
So with after 1C-4H-?:
S-KQxx H-x D-Kxxx C-Axxx, a negative double will get you to the right game contract
when that’s right.
On the other hand, if partner has S-xx H-AK D-Axxx C-Kxxxx, he/she will be happy
to pass for a good penalty when you have no game available.
The next lesson discusses opener’s rebids, and how we punish the opponents when
they step out of line.
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By: Don Rogers
When the Opponents Overcall – Opener’s Rebid
Any time you open and LHO overcalls in a suit, it is a negative double situation. That is,
partner could have made a negative double, but might do something else. As opener
you have to recognize the situation, and draw the proper deductions both from what
partner chose to do and not do!
There are five things partner can do after you open and LHO overcalls:
1. Partner raises
2. Partner bids a new suit
3. Partner bids NT
4. Partner doubles (negative)
5. Partner passes
When partner raises your suit, you pretty much proceed as you would have had RHO
not bid, being mindful of the new information you have about RHO’s hand.
When partner bids a new suit, you know he/she has at least a 5 card suit, and the
auction can proceed normally.
When partner bids some level of NT, you can assume good stoppers in LHO’s suit, and
pretty much count up the points and pass or bid on. It pays to be a little more
aggressive here in bidding a NT game as partner’s stoppers rate to be well positioned
behind RHO, and LHO may well have to give up a trick on the opening lead.
Things are most interesting with options 4 and 5, and this is when you have to put on
your thinking cap and really consider what you know about all four hands, not just your
own.
When partner makes a negative double, you can immediately know the following:
1. YOU MAY NOT PASS! Unless the overcall was at the 4 level or higher, you will
never have a hand that justifies passing for penalty, and probably not even then.
2. Partner will have at least 4 cards in the unbid major, and probably a tolerance for the
unbid minor.
3. Partner may have quite a good hand, or could be on a minimum.
4. If partner could have bid the unbid major at the 1 level, he/she almost certainly has
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exactly 4 cards in the unbid major.
When partner passes and RHO opponent also passes, the auction ends if you also
pass. At matchpoints, you will almost never get a good score for letting the opponents
play a 1 level contract, and as a general rule I would not let them play unmolested
below 2S when they have shown a fit. Therefore at least through 2S, you will usually
balance by either bidding or doubling. Remember that partner might have quite a good
hand with a very good holding in LHO’s suit. If a vulnerable opponent overcalls 2H, a
partner holding S-xx H-AJ109x D- Axxx C-Kx will pass expecting you to balance with
a double, and will be justifiably disappointed if you pass 2H out. Given the common
matchpoint practice of overcalling even at the 2 level with porous suits, it is essential to
be disciplined and work the system. Dishing out a few -500’s and -800’s to the
opponents will do wonders towards developing your reputation as a pair not to pushed
around.
Remember that all of this applies only if both partner and RHO pass. If RHO
opponent bids, you are released from your obligation as partner will have another
chance. Also, if RHO bids it makes it more likely that partner passed because he/she
was broke.
In deciding on a balancing bid, I would suggest the following order of priorities:
1. If you have an independent suit so long and strong that it will play at game
independent of partner, and your hand will be a disappointment on defense, rebid your
suit at an appropriate level.
2. If you can tell from your own holding in LHO’s suit that partner cannot have the “trap
pass” hand, then consider balancing with NT at an appropriate level. At the 2 level it is
occasionally right to pass if analysis indicates the hand is a misfit.
3. If neither of these two conditions apply, balance with a double.
With all this in mind let’s look at some examples.
After 1C (you) – 1H – X - Pass
With S-Kxxx H-Axx D-Axx C-Kxx, bid 1S. Remember partner could have as few as
6HCP and four little spades.
With S-Kxx H-AQxx D-xx C-KJxx, bid 1NT. Partner has only four spades, and should
have some kind of diamond card.
After 1C (you) – 1S – X – Pass
With S-Ax H-KQ10x D- xxx C-AJ10x, bid 2H, raising partner’s heart with a minimum
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opening.
With S-xx H-AQ10x D-Kx C-AK10xx, bid 3H, inviting game just as you would if
partner responded 1H.
With S-xx H-AJx D-Kx C-AKJ109x, bid 3C, showing extra values and inviting game.
Partner can bid 3NT with a spade stopper and a mild club fit (like Qx or xxx).
After 1D (you) – 1H – X – Pass
With S-KQxx H-Kx D-AQxx C-xxx, bid 1S
With S-AQxx H-xx D- AKQxxx C-x, bid 3S. Game is likely on with as little as KJxx of
spades in partners hand.
With S-Jxx H- x D-AKxxx C-KQxx, bid 2C (your second suit)
After 1H (you) – 2D – Pass – Pass
Here’s where it gets interesting. Remember partner may have a decent hand with the
wrong shape for a negative double.
With S-Kxx H-AKxxx D-x C-AKxx, double. Plenty of defense and if partner has a
diamond stack you will get rich. If partner has a hand too weak to support hearts
immediately, he will return you to hearts.
With S-x H-KQJxxx D-xx C-AJxx, rebid 2H. Its possible partner has a diamond
stack, but your hand is pure offense and will be a disappointment to partner on defense.
With S-Ax H-AQ10xx D-x C-KQJxx, double. Good hand with lots of defense. If
partner has the black suits and bids 2S, we can bid 3C and partner will know what we
have.
With S-xx H- AQxxx D-KJxx C-Kx , pass! This is the rare hand where you know
partner is not trap passing with a D stack, and doesn’t have enough values to make a
negative double or raise hearts. This whole hand is a misfit, and RHO has values but
no diamond fit. Anything you bid here is likely to be a bloody mess.
With S-Kxx H-AJxxx D-Qx C-Kxx , double. This may seem similar to the previous
hand but here you can stand partner bidding either black suit, or bidding 2H if he has
three small. Better than letting them make 2D. The difference between this holding and
the previous one is that you have only two diamonds, and a decent holding in each
black suit.
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With S-Ax H- KQJ10xxx D-AQ C-Kx, bid 3NT. Bid what you think you can make.
3NT is almost a lock if partner has as little as both black queens.

These examples have merely scratched the surface of the negative double system.
The key point is to remember to think about all four hands, and what you know about
the overall situation.
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By: Don Rogers
Warning Doubles
Warning doubles come into play when you are in a high-level competitive auction and it
is clear that the hand belongs to your side. The warning double says to partner “I have
fast losers in their suit. Unless you can control their suit, we must settle for penalizing
their sacrifice.” For example:
Pard You
1H - P - 2C - 2S
3H - P - 4H - 4S
5H - 5S - ?
and you hold: A-xx H- KJx D- KJx C-AQxxx
double, telling partner that from your side 6H looks unmakeable because you have two
fast spade losers. If partner has first or second round control of spades, he/she can
proceed to 6H if they have the values for it.
But on the same auction if you hold: A-x H-KJx D-KJx C-AQxxxx , you should pass!
By inference this says you have at least second round control of spades, but you are
unsure about 6H. A pass in this kind of situation is often called a “forcing pass”,
because partner must either bid on or double for penalties. (It clearly would make no
sense to let the opponents play 5S unmolested.) Your pass leaves the decision to
partner, but partner may not pass.
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By: Don Rogers

Penalty Doubles
Penalizing the opponents by doubling is an important tool in duplicate bridge. Not only
can doubling the opponents when it is right get you a superior board, having a
reputation for being willing to double will go far in preventing the opponents from making
annoying nuisance bids. If you get a reputation for being unwilling to double, that gets
around too, and the opponents will push you around with no fear of consequences.
Particularly in part-score situations, a penalty double will usually convert a roughly
average board into either a top or bottom. When the opponents are vulnerable, setting
them even one trick is worth 200 points, more than any part score you can make. If the
opponents are non-vulnerable, setting them two tricks doubled (300 points) is worth
more than any part score.
At matchpoint scoring, you can be more aggressive with penalty doubles because each
board is an entirely separate score. I believe that at matchpoints, if the opponents are
not occasionally making a doubled contract, you are not doubling enough! If your
penalty doubles are right even two-thirds of the time, that’s clearly good strategy (two
tops for every bottom).
AT IMP scoring (team games & knockouts) you must be much more conservative with
your penalty doubles. Remember that if the opponents make a contract of 2 hearts or
higher doubled, they score a game on what should have been a part score hand. This
will probably lose the match in Swiss team or similar event.
There aren’t really hard and fast rules about making penalty doubles. The following are
some guidelines that I use.
1. Don’t double freely bid games and slams just because you think they won’t make it.
This is a situation where the odds are not in your favor. If the opponents have indeed
misjudged their hands, you are already headed for an above average result. Doubling
will result in at best a small improvement in your score, while if they make it you have
converted an average into a bottom. In general, your opponents are not fools, and if
they don’t have high cards they will have shape that negates some of your aces and
kings. Furthermore, a double based on long trumps in your hand may backfire if it alerts
declarer to the situation, and allows declarer to make a contract that would have failed
had you kept quiet.
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2. In competitive game auctions, where it is clear that it is your hand, but the opponents
make a sacrifice bid, it may be necessary to double to salvage some matchpoints. (See
the lesson on Warning doubles.) For example, if you bid game in hearts, and the
opponents sacrifice at four spades or five of a minor, if you think five hearts cannot be
made, you should double. This will depend a lot on your shape – if you have only three
hearts, your heart honors are more likely to cash, while if your side has a 10-card heart
fit, you may get no heart tricks on defense.
3. Competitive part score auctions offer some of the best opportunities for lucrative
penalty doubles. Players tend to lose their discipline in these auctions, and bid when
they should pass. Consider the following common auction:
Partner

You

1S

- 2H - 2S - 3H

P

-

P - ?

With: S-xxx H-KJ10x D-Axx C-xxx, a double is almost automatic. If the opponents
are vulnerable, 100% double. Your analysis of the situation:
Partner has promised 2-1/2 to 3 defensive tricks with the opening bid.
Unless RHO is a lunatic, they will have the AQ of hearts for a two-level overcall. You
have 3 defensive tricks so, the opponents are almost certainly down one, and maybe
two.
Your double cannot be for takeout – you and partner have already agreed on spades.
Double here is 100% penalty.
Partner’s pass over 2S says they have a minimum hand. You do not have a game.
Your heart holding says RHO has made a typical cheesy matchpoint two-level overcall.
Time to swing the hammer and teach them a lesson. After the hand RHO will probably
be saying to their partner “but I had 13 points!”.

With: S-xxxx H-Kxxx D-Ax C-Jxx, best to pass or bid 3 spades (depending on
vulnerability and scoring). You may beat 3 hearts, but no guarantees. Your fourth
spade is a liability, as partners spade honors may not cash. Note that you no longer
have the J10 of hearts – you are getting at most one heart trick, and your fourth heart
will be at most an inconvenience for declarer.
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Another example:
Partner
1NT -

X*

You

- P - ?

* Equal Value
With: S- Qxx H- Axxx D- xx C-Qxxx
If the opponents are vulnerable and we are not, pass is about a 100% action. 1NT is
probably down 2 or 3 tricks, while you may not have a game. Opener’s partner has at
most a jack or two. Don’t make the mistake of bidding a suit here – partner has
described their hand as 16-18 balanced.

4. Trump suit texture is very important. Jacks, tens, nines, and even eights are hugely
valuable cards in the trump suit. Don’t double just because you have Kxxxx in trumps.
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By: Don Rogers
Lead Directing Doubles
As the name says, a lead directing double is one you make in an attempt to guide
partner to a favorable opening lead. Often these take advantage of the opponent’s
artificial bids. A common example is:
1NT – P – 2D* - ?
*transfer to hearts
and you hold: S-xx H-xxx D- KQJxx C-xxx, you very much want a diamond lead
against the opponent’s likely heart or NT contract. In fact, a diamond opening lead may
be the only lead that can defeat 3NT, but partner is unlikely to find it absent guidance
from you. The solution is to double, asking for a diamond lead.
Your intent here should be clear to partner – everyone at the table knows 2D is not to
play, so a double can’t logically be penalty. Similarly, a double can hardly be for
takeout, as you are sitting in front of the strong opponent’s hand, and you will certainly
have another chance to bid after opener makes their rebid.
A second example of a lead directing double of an artificial bid is the following:
1S – P – 3S – P
4NT* - P – 5D - ?
*Blackwood
The 5D bid is artificial, showing aces, and there is no chance the opponents are going
to play 5D. Partner will be on lead against the coming 5S or 6S contract. With the
same hand as above, a diamond lead may be the only one that defeats the contract.
(Imagine that partner has the trump ace and declarer the diamond ace. If you can
knock out the diamond ace at trick 1, partner can lead a second diamond and you may
get your king before declarer can discard his losing diamond.
Even if a diamond lead does not immediately defeat the contract, a diamond lead may
be the only lead that does not give up a trick by leading into one of declarer’s tenaces.
If you and your partner become practiced at using these kind of lead directing doubles,
an additional benefit comes into play – you can deduce something about partner’s hand
when they do not make a lead directing double in these kind of situations. For example,
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after hearing the auction
1NT – P – 2D – P!
2H - P - 3NT – All Pass
you are on lead. You can pretty much assume that partner does not have a long
diamond suit that he/she wants led. So unless you have a good diamond holding, you
should probably pick a spade or club lead depending on your hand.
You also have to remember that lead directing doubles are not entirely without risk. A
good declarer will also take note of you bid, and may be able to take advantage of the
information. Also, particularly in NT sequences, there is the possibility that the opener
may decide to redouble in the attempt to steal a cheap game with overtricks. For
example, after:
1NT - P – 2C - X
?
holding S-Ax H-Kxx D-KJxx C-AJxx, opener may well redouble in the hopes of
squeezing out a game when there is no ordinary game in the hand. (Remember that
2CXX making is a game as each trick counts for 80.)
There are also a couple of conventional lead directing doubles that date from the early
days of bridge. Probably best not to spring these on partner without prior discussion!
The first of these is that the double of a 3NT contract by the partner of opening leader
specifically asks for the lead of dummies first bid suit. So after:
1NT - P - 2C - P
2D - P - 3NT -?
double asks for the lead of clubs (dummies first bid “suit”. This particular auction is
burned into my memory from my very first sectional (30 some years ago). I heard the
above auction, and holding:
C-AKQJx, I doubled.
My partner after due thought – did not lead a club. She said she was going to lead a
club until I doubled, and then thought I wanted an unusual lead. Aargh! Lack of
discussion turned a top into a bottom!
The second conventional double, often called a Lightner double, asks for an unusual
lead against a suit slam. Usually this is done by a doubler who has an undisclosed void
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in a side suit, and hopes to get a ruff on trick one. (This is a rare situation but feels very
good when it works!) For example:
1S - P - 3S - 4H
6S - P - P - ?
And you hold: S-x H-AKQJxxxx D - C-Axxx
Based on this bidding it is clear that the distribution is wild, and one of the opponents is
almost certainly void in hearts. Left to his/her own devices partner will naturally lead
your suit (hearts). The only likely chance to defeat the slam is that partner leads a
diamond which you can ruff, and then cash the club A. A double here says “don’t lead
my suit, lead something unexpected”. You are hoping that partner can look at his hand
and deduce your diamond void. On this auction partner should lead from his longer
minor suit.
The logic of this type of double is that it is almost never a good idea to double the
opponent’s slam simply because you think they can’t make it. Such “power” doubles
are risking a lot against a small gain. If the opponent’s voluntarily bid a slam and go
down, you likely to get a good score with or without a double. On the down side, your
double may well declarer how to make the slam, giving you a bottom. For this reason,
at expert level of play, doubles of freely bid slams are almost always lead directing.
(This of course does not apply if the opponents are sacrificing; in this case you may
need to double for penalty.)
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